Welcome Charlotte!

Since the summer, our community has not stopped evolving and growing. Well, the staff knows every arrival is a reason to party! This month we welcomed Charlotte, a young woman coming from France and qualified in specialized education.

Now part of the family, she is essential to carry on the individual progression of ACH young people.

French Volunteering day

This year, the French Volunteering Day took place at the Chaktomuk Theater. We had a big success among the attendees, mostly French people of course. It was a great publicity stunt for L’Irresistible and our sales went high thanks to Thul: our best sales man!
Final works for the new foyer

It is now a question of days before we settle definitely in our new foyer. We are ready to move, and it is the time for the last details.

Everyone is excited to live in this beautiful house, that is the promise of a new birth for ACH. Let’s build our home on the rock!
Pierre 2 : the return

October 23 was a joyful day at the foyer: we celebrated the arrival of Pierre, the founder of ACH!

He didn’t come without a gift: we enjoyed eating the cheese, dry sausage and other delights he brought from France.

A peaceful month

October was punctuated by little things of everyday life at ACH.

New friends

We now share our foyer with 2 little cats. A great happiness for Panha, Kim Leang and Srey Pov (left to right on the pictures) and the other young people!

A tear of sadness for the staff who wanted to sleep without being disturbed...
Let’s fight!

This month was the occasion to practice everyone’s favorite activity: fighting.

We follow a regular training, deploying specific techniques from different highly developed combat sports.

Best dancer at ACH

This month, Kim Leang won the first price of a dance contest organized by the Skateistan!

The score was really tight between the winner and Liep, who used to be a national favorite in Cambodia. The latter accepted the defeat with great fair play, announcing on the media he will get back on a strong training for the competitions to come next season.
Home Karaoke

To occupy the rainy afternoons this month, we took out the heavy artillery: a microphone and the last album of Sokun Kanha with lyrics on a big screen.

Best way to rejoice everybody... especially the staff!

Hungry Chear, Srey Pov, Noun

Liep at the ukulele

Handsome Sovanara